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Urban Style

Urban style reads modern + industrial.  

Using materials like brick, concrete and 

stainless steel create a feeling that is 

textural and cool.  Bold colors and tones 

used sparingly and original artwork create an 

artistic and original vibe that add character.  

http://granito.co.id/how-to-define-urban-style-in-our-everyday-lives/



Urban Style

Modular furniture, open ductwork and 

open floor plans create an open and 

airy feeling that can be reconfigured 

when needed.

http://kaiwayuu.com/8304/urban-loft-decor/



Urban Style

Steel windows add lots of natural 

light to warm up the space while 

keeping it sleek and minimal.

http://kasswilson.com/defining-your-style-urban-industrial/



Incorporating Outdoor into Interior

Use natural materials and fibers, patterns

● Rugs, Baskets, Chairs, Flooring, Bedding, 

Curtains

○ Hemp, Jute, Rattan, Wood, Bamboo, Leather

○ Decorate with shells, river rock, flowers, greenery



Incorporating Outdoor into Interior

Lots of Natural Light

● Large Windows, Skylights, 

screen Doors, Reflective Surfaces, sheer window 

coverings

http://www.housetohome.co.uk/living-room/picture/modern-wood-living-room



Incorporating Outdoor into Interior

Color

● Earthy tones, blues, greens, 

yellow and oranges

https://www.design-seeds.com/wanderlust/color-wander-3/



Multipurpose Architectural 

1. Multipurpose bench/ storage seating

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/32088216074342820/

This gives the tiny house some storage as well as 

seating on top giving the area more space.



Multipurpose Architectural

2. Stairs/ Storage

Additional storage under the stairs allows the 

space to look more spacious and gives it a

design element.

http://www.spicytec.com/2014/05/65-creative-furniture-ideas.html

http://www.spicytec.com/2014/05/65-creative-furniture-ideas.html


Multipurpose Architectural

3. Art Decor/ Dining Table

using this allows a table to come down when 

needed to be used but can also go up to 

create more space while adding decoration

to the wall. 

http://www.spicytec.com/2014/05/65-creative-furniture-ideas.html

http://www.spicytec.com/2014/05/65-creative-furniture-ideas.html


Multipurpose Non-Architectural

This couch is perfect to be used in a tiny house 

because it works as a sofa and at the same 

time a side table. If extra seating is needed, it 

the table can be taken out and extra seating 

can be added.

http://www.spicytec.com/2014/05/65-creative-

furniture-ideas.html



Multipurpose Non-Architectural

This couch would work well in a tiny house 

that may not have enough room for a 

separate living room and bedroom. It can be 

made into a couch for during the day and at 

night can be folded to form a bed.

http://www.spicytec.com/2014/05/65-

creative-furniture-ideas.html



Multipurpose Non-Architectural

This is a great way to save space in a tiny house 

because this can act like a bench/ couch, a bed 

and even opens up to a table with chairs. 

http://www.core77.com/posts/17590/matroshka-a-

system-of-space-saving-furniture-that-never-was-

17590



Tiny House

Season 1 Episode 2

Profile of owner: 

Name- Melanie 

From: Los Angeles 

-her job is sound healing   -wants no mortgage  

-she lives alone  -low maintenance 

-70,000 Budget 



Yurt 

The tiny house they showed Melaine was a yurt. A yurt is a portable round tent. 

The yurt has insulation and drywall. It also has glass windows and bamboo floors. 

The whole yurt is 452 sq. ft.



Living room and Kitchen

The whole house is rounded so there are no halls and everything is connected in 

one big room which makes this yurt different from other tiny houses. The whole 

space is used for multiple purposes (kitchen, dining, and living area all in one 

space).



Bedroom

The kitchen and living area are all the same space however the bed is lofted. This 

was an efficient decision because they took advantage of the high ceilings giving 

more space for the kitchen and living area on the main level. 



Bathroom

The yurt only had one half bath but they were able to fit a decent size shower, a 

toilet, and small sink.



Storage

The only storage space in the whole yurt is outside in a shed. The yurt has no 

closet space. 


